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. Die Tagung fand unt:er der Leitung von R. Dahlha~ (Heidelberg) und C. Z. Wei

(Taipei) statt.

Ziel der Tagung war es, die verschiedenen Ansitze in der Modellwahl sichtbar zu

machen, und den Meinungsaustausch zwischen den einzelnen Wissenschaftlern zu

fördern. An der Tagung nahmen 23 Wissenschaftler teil. Es wurden 20 Vorträge

gehalten.

Geg~tandder Tagung waren Modellwahlverfahren, wie Ale, BIe, <; und minimum

descriptiOD length" Bootstrap-Methoden bei der Modellwahl, die Beziehungen zwischen

Modellwahl und Parametersehltzung, konkrete Anwendungen in der Regressions- und

Zeitreihenanalyse, sowie alternative Methoden der Modellbildung.

Die Tagung war für alle Teilnehmer sehr anregend, Wld die Vielfalt der Vorträge fllhrte

zu einem intensiven Gedankenaustausch über die Probleme des Fachgebietes.
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VortrnwmuszÜge

Modelling of Nonstationary Time Series

Rainer Dahlhaus

Institut filr Angewandte ~athematik.Universität Heidelberg

A general procedure is presented for modelling nonstationary time series by

parametric models. The parameters are estimated by a minimum distance procedure.

Mo~ preci~ly we consider the Kullback-Leibler distance between two stoehastic •

processes tbat have a time dependent speettal representation. It is shown tbat this

theoretieal distance ean be written in tenns of the time varying spectral densities of the

p~s:-:TC? ge,t an. empirieal distance function we replace the spectral density of the

obServed process hy the local periodogram. Minimizing the resulting distance leads 10

the 'estimator. We prove·asymptotic nonnalit)' of the estimator. Of particular interest is

the case where a stationary model is fiited to a nonstationary process. The result gives

the estimated value. the theoretically optimal fit and the asymptotic distribution iil this

eISe. As a model selection CriteriOD we suggest an AIC-like criterion.. Tbe results are

demonstrated in a simulation study.

Data Features

Laurie Davies

Fachbereich für MatJumatilc und InformtJti/c, Univemtilt Essen

Let X be a sampie space and Pa class of distributions on the Borel sets of X A data

feature ~is a mapping of Xx Pinto the two point set (0.1 t.1l ~(xJ») = 1 with xe X an_

Pe Pthen the daUl x exhibit the feature 1"with res~t to the model Pe P. Given a number

a, 0 < a < I, a feature ~is called an a-feature' if P{!T(X{P),P)'= 1) ~ a for all Pe P.

X{P) denotes a random sampie in Xwith disuibution P and it is assumed thal the random

variables.are defined on a com~on probabilily space (Q.9'p). Given a feature 1" the

adequacy region ,based on the data x is defmed by ~x.7',P) =(P: Pe Pt~(x,P) = I}. If

H: P -. R t is same funetional then the adequacy region for the values cf H(P), Pe~ is

given by H(JI (x.1'.P» = (H(P): Pe P • .1(x.P) = I}. Examples of features based on

weaker metrics, order statistics. runs.. loc:uion and scale functionals and deviations from

spectr3l density functions were given.
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Assessment and Propagation or Model Uncertainty

David Drnper

School 0/Mathematical Sciences, University 0/Bath

In most examples of inference and prediCtiOD. the expression of uncertainty about

unknown qwintities y on the basis of known quantities' x is based on a model M that

fonnalizes assumptions about how x and y are related. M will typically have two. parts;

structural asslimplions 5. such as the fonn of the link ~~ctiOD and choice of en1?r

distribution in a generalized.linear model, and. parameters 8 whose meaniDg ~~

specific 10 a given choice of S. It is c'ommon in s~tica1 theory and practise 10

a.ck:Dowledge parametric unceI'Iainty about 9 giyen a particular assumed strueture S; it ~

less commOD 10 acknowledge struClura! uncertainty about S itself. A widely used
approach", in fact., involves enlistiDg the aid of x to specify" a single "best" cho~- S· cir
S. and then proceeding as ifS· wen: knOWD to be conecL In general Ws aPP~hf$
to fully assess and propaga~ structural uncenainty, and ~ay lead to misc&libra~~

uncenainty assessments about y given L When miscalibratiOD occurs it is offen in~

directiOD of understatement of uncertainty about y';~leading 10 inaccurate scientiflc

summaries and ovetWnfident decisions that do not incorporate sufficient hed~g
against uncenainty. In this talk I disc~ a Bayesian approach 10 solving this proj)lem,

based on integrating over struetmal tineenainty as in the expression

J.l{y Ix) = IJ1(y Ix,S) J.l(S Ix)dS, which has long been 'available in principle but is onJy

now becoming routinely feasible by virtue of recent computational advances, and

illustrate im application in several examples.

On Finite-Sample Propertfes 01 M~el SelectioD Proc:edilres

BemdDroge

Institut filr Stoeha.rtik, Humboldt-UmwmliU zu Berlin

We derive finite-sample propenies of proc:edures for the selectioD of linear

regression models under the assumption of nonnally disaibuted errors. Tbe seJection of

an uappmpriate" model may be regarded as a smoothing problem, and will usually be

done in a data-dependent way. A straightforward application of a result by P.J.

Kempthome provides thal. under a normalized squared errar loss, alt selection

procedures (data-dependent or not) are admissible. Funhennore. the minimax approach

provides an interpolating estimalor of the regression function, which is often
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impractical. Thcrefore. within a certain class of selection procedures an optimal ~ne is

determined usi"g the min,imaÄ i'Cg&~t principle. This optima! procedure depends on the

degree of freedom" for estimating the unknown e~r variance, and behaveS similar to

the minimum-Cp·procedure.

Graphical Methods ror ·Applicadons.- Dependent Model Selection

David Fmdley

U.S. Buretm 0/ the Census, Washington

. In practice, statistical models, at their bes~ oo1y capture same of the features of the

data 10 which they are fit~ limitation mearis that düferent uses of the same da~

suCh as long-term" fo'recas~g versos short-term forecasting, often require different
I

models. H an app~cation ~ appropriate CriteriOD can be fauod, such as mean square

forecast error, which can be shown to cODverge appropriately as the data set is

expanded, then by observing the relative movements of this statistic for [Wo competing

models fit 10 a subsef of the data which' is expanded one point at a time 10 the full~

se~ one can often demonstrate the persistent superiority of one model. In the

forecastjng situations we discussed, both empirically and theoretically, this superiority

is demonstrated by basically linear movement, \Vith non-zero shape, in the graph of the

"accumulating sums of differences of squared forecast elTOrs. We presented a uniform

almost Sure convergence result for sample-size normalized sums ofsquared errors aver
.compact families of invertible ARMA models to provide theoretical support for the

method. The data were only required to have second order'moments which can be

estimated LS., so they can be. far removed from ARMA data.

On the Identificatio" 01 a Bilinear System

JUrgen Franke

Fachbereich Mathematik,.Univenitill Kaiserslautem

We discuss the problem of identifying "Iarge'" bilinear systems (i.e. high

dimension. very large sampies) with, e.g., state space representation:

x(t + 1) =Fx(t) + OU(l) + Nu(t)f8x(t) + t(l),

y(t) = Hx(t) + [(tl.
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We describe a simple procedure inspired by Guidorzrs algorithm ro'r linear systems

which basically is a stepwise regression (backwards) procedure for a ulinearized" input

output representation of the system. We illustrate the ability of the procedure to cope

with large systems by applying it 10 data from a leSt rig for car5.

Predictive Stoc.hasdc Complexity

Uszl6 Gerencs6r

Computer tmdAuto~nInstitute, HU1Igarian AciJMmy 0/Scimce, BUdoput

Predictive stoehastic complexity is defined for Gaussian ARMA-processes as

I.~.l ~(iO-l).where ta(9) is the recO~eted innovation process, assuming~that~e
true ARMA parameter vector is 9, and' 9 0 is the maximum-likelihood estimatO~of~

true parameter vector, say 9·. One of the main results that was. presented.is that

tim I.~al (~(iO-l) - ci) I a2(e) log N = p + q almost surely, where (eu) is the
~vatioD process, ~d PA Ire the ARMA orders. .. "'_

This result can be extended to the case when estimation with forgetting is applied.

Let the forgetting rate be~ 0 < A< 1. A typica1 result is tben tbat

E<ea<8.-1) - ei) = a2(e) ~P +q) (1 + Q(l."». c > O.

Bow Many Terms Sbould be Addecl into 8D Additive Model

Wolfgang Hlrdle· and A. B. Tsybakov

Fachbereich Wirtschajtswi.rsen.schafte1'l, Humboldt-Univemt/ll BerU!a

Institute for Probknu o/lnfomuJtion TrtulSmissio1l, Academy 0/SciellCu, Moskow

Smoothing in high dimensions faces the problem of data sparseness. Additive

regression models alleviate this problem by fitting a sum of one-dimensional smooth

functions. Given a set of predictor variables, some of these funetiODS could actua1ly be

zero, so that a further simplification of high dimensional data analysis occurs. A tltree·

stage procedure is proposed here 10 decide how many and which components should be

added into such an additive model. In a first step the predictor variables are made

orthogonal by a principal component transfonnation. After the second step, detennining
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lhe number and scqucncc 01" componenls, thc model is tit by the kernel method. Tbe

asymptotic distribution of ihis regression ~stimate is givcn. Thc practical pertbrmunce i5

investigated via a simulation study.

On the Extended Information Criterion DIe and its Use

Makio Ishiguro*, Y. Sakamoto and G. Kitagawa

The Institute 0/Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo

Akaike proposed Ale as an estimate of the expected log likelihood to evaluate the e
goodness of models fitted to a given set of data. The introduction of Ale has.greatly

widened the range of applications of statistical methods. However, its limit lies in the

point that it can be. applied ooly to· the cases where the parameter estimation is

performed by the maximum likelihood method. .

'Ale was derived performing necessary integration utilizing the as~ptotic

nonnality of M.L.E..

Using bootstmp technique to perfonn the integration, we can extend Ale 10 EIe

which can be used to ev~uate the goodness of models whose parameters are not

.necessarily estimated with maximwn likelihood procedures..

Bootst~p Autoregressive Order Selection

Jens·Peter Kreiss

Institut für Mathematische Stochastik, Technische UniversitIJt Braunschweig

It is dealt with theo problem of ~tting an autoregression of finite order p 10 given data

Xl' ... , Xn generated by a stltionary autoregressive process (Xt: te Z) with infmi~

order. i.e. e
X t = L 3y X t- v +Et forall teZ = {O, ± 1, ±2•... }.

v=l

The white noise process <e.: te Z) consists of i.i.d. random variables with zero mean

and fmite variance cI'.
On the basis <;Jf the tinal prediction errar (FPE) an order selection procedure is

proposed in which ODe relevant ternt can be approxim3ted using the bootstrap. The

advantage of the proposal is, that the boolStrap order selection allows for different kinds

of parameter estimates and is not restricted to Yule-Walker parameter estimates, as, Cor
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example. the Akaike information crilerion (Ale) is.

The proposed procedure has the wanted propeny. mal the more precise ODe can

estimate the unknown par:uneters the higher one probably wants to choose the order p

of the fit
Some asymptotic results are proved and also simulations were shown. which

demonsttate'the behaviour of the proposal. The researcb is joindy with Jilrgen Franke.

Kaiserslautern..

More Comments on Cp

Colin·Mallows

AT&TBeU Labs, Mu"DY HilI .

A very common contiguration on a Cp·plot (when the number of ind,l?pendent

variables is large) is as shOWIC '

!

," "", .. ":; L~l:
···V I

. ".:,/1 I
')0"

/"/ . J,

with Da single subset being stl'Ongly indicated as iabest". A simple mecbanlsm that

generates such a configuration is the following: assume .tbe~re~on coefftCients

are spread out approximately uniformly near the origin. with k-local density )., . In the

case of a standardized orthogonal design,' the minimum-Cp-values will then be

approximately

min<;=k+..L - 2q (q =ko-p)
121.1
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and the average preuiciive mean sqU~i"e t:rror of the "mi.'1 Cp' !~t-squa..re~s" rnle will be

3
k+-

q
-

12A?

i.e. > k for all q > O. Simul~tions show that .similar results hold for' correlated

regressors, and demonstrate that when such a configuration is seen, prediction using a

subset-LS estimate is not a good idea. Same kind of shrinkage is esssential. A pseudo

Bayesian method based on a "spike + slabu prior is suggested.

Optimal. Smoofhing in Adaptive Location Esdmation.

EnnoMammen

Institut für Stochastik, Humboldt-UniversitIJt1Jl BeTlin

The problem of estimating the location parameter ~f an i.i.d. sampie is considered

for th~ case that the location derisity is symmetrie and UDknown. This is a classical

problem going back (0 the tifties and some estimation procedures have been proposed

over the years which at~~ the same asymptotic' efficiency as for the loeation model

with known density f. Typlcally, the procedures are based on two steps. In the first

step tlu~ efficient score function f Ir is estimated. Then a linear estimate using this

estimate of r'/f and a preliminary estimate'of 9. In this ta1k some higber order analysis

is preSe~ted for (wo step procedures based on keine! estimation of"(If. We show that .

higber order optimality for estimating' the loeation parameter will not be reached by

optimal estimation of C'/f. Suboptimal estimates of (,r will give smaller asY,IDptotic

variances. The influence of the preliminary estimate on the operation characteristics of a
lbe adaptive estimate is also discussed. •

"Random-Sets"·Procedures

D.W. MUller

Institut für Angewllndte Mathematik, Univenit/lt Heidelberg

This talk presenlS the exccss muss approach in Stltistics. The basic idea of this

approach is 10 measure the amount of probahility mass not fitting a" given statistical

J'
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model. It came up in lhe context of modality testing (Müller & Sawitzki 1987, 1991),

was later applied to density estimation (Polonik 1992) and even extended to regression

(Müller 1992). Müller & Sawitzki proposed the excess mass difference s~tistic Cor

testing unimodality (mentioned already in an Oberwolfach conference 1981). The

asymptotics of this statistic for regularly unimodal and unifonn distributions is

described. Polonik (1992) has extended these results (using different methods) 10 th~

higher dimensional case. He applied empirical proeess methods. According 10 Polonik

the density estimator of Müller & Sawitzki ("tbe silhouetten) is a generalization of the

Grenander estimator. The ideas ean be carried over per analogiam to quantile

regression. Here they lead to minimax correlation procedures. The talk presents

simulation results and asymptotic statements explaining the remarkably weak

dependencc of these procedures on the underlying probability stmCtul'e.

Consistency Properties 01 Model SelectioD entena in
Multiple Linear Regression

Marlene Müller

Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissensc1u:Jften, HUl1I1Mldt-Universiti1t ZU Berlin

The talk concems consistency properties for a class of model selec:tiOD criteria in

multiple linear regression. This class covers wellknown criteria as e.g. Mallows' Cp,

'CV (cross-validation), GCV (generalized cross-validation), Akaike's AlC and FPB as

weil as Schwarz' BIC. All these criteria are shown to be consistent in the sense~

the probability of selecting the true or larger models converges to 1 if the sample:size ~

growing 10 infinity. The proofs assume Li.d. errors with ~ = 0 and Dei = (12 and

allow a possible inadequacy of the linear model For a subclass of these criteria (DIe
type criteria. suitable corrected Cp-crlteria) a sb'Onger consistency propeny is pioved
(asymptotic choice of the true model in probability). Upper bounds for the speed of
cODvergence are obtained for some more assumptions on the errar diStribution
(existence of higher order moments or Donna! errors). Convergence results for loss and
risk ofthe regression fit using the selected model cOmplete these investigations.
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, A Generalized Final Prediction Error ror Robust Regression

Debomh Noian

Depanment {}/Statistics, University 0/CaJijornia, Berkeley

Akaike's Final Prediction Error (FPE) minimizes an estimate of the expected

squared error in predicting new, independeilt observations. lbis criterion was designed

for models fit by least squares. A modifieation of FPE is required formodels fit by

other loss funetioDS, such as least absolute 'deviation regression. It is shown bere one

can mimic the form of FPE for a general p funetion, provided: p is eonve~ has a

unique minimum at 0, Ep(e + t) is twice differentiable in t, and Ept(e) = 0 wh~ PI is

an aPproximative derivative for p and eisthe errar in the true model. The m~ified FPE

for pis
n' - 2L P(Yi - x~ß) + ka IR where

i:l:l

-2 1 - 2' - 1 . -"
a = --'-k l:f=t Pl(Yi - xfP) , R = --'--k :Lf=l R(Yi - xIP), R is the second derivative

·n- D-

of Ep(e + t), pisthe minimizer of I P(Yi - xIP> .
The proposed generalization is the result of joint work with Prabir Bunnan at the

University of Califomia at Davis.

Asympt~dc Equivalence 01 Disaete And Continuous Models

Michael Nussbaum

Institut für Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik, Berlin

We investigate the relati9nships of discrete and continuous versions of same

stalistical models, in terms of their deficiency distance ~ (Le Cam's distance between e
experiments). Tbe first example is the asympt~tic equivalence between the signal..in..

white noise problem and GausSian nonparametric regression, whieh was found by

Brown and Low (1992). The second example is the problem ofdensity estimarion from

an Ud. sample, whieh is asymptotically equivalent to a white noise model witb a signal

which is the root of the density. The third example is a nonparametric stoehastic

differential equation model. i. e. a model of small diffusion type where the funetion

which govems. the drift term varies in a nonparametric set. It is shown thal an Euler

difference scheme as a discrete v~rsion of the stochasl~c differential equation is

asymptotically c:quivalent in the senSt:of ~ Cam's deticiency' disiance, when the
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discretization step decreases with the noise intensity. We thus obtain a nonparametric

version of diffusion limit results for autoregression. It follows that in the continuous

diffusion model, discrete sampling on a uniform grid is asymptotically sufficienL The

key teehnical step utilizes the nation of Hellinger prOcess from semimartinga1e theory.

Model SeiecdoD and Inlerence

Benedikt M. Pötseher .

InstitLllfür Statistik und Informatik, UnivenitJJt Wien

Frequently, when fitting a model "to data. the choice of the model itself is based on

the same data seL As a consequcnce, ehe standard distributional results for the

parameter estimators da DO langer appl~. If inference is nevenheless f)ued on~
distributional results, then this infmce becomes invalid. For example, ~nfiden~

intervals will typicallybe 100 shorL In tbis ta1k we derive the correct asympto~~

distribution of M-estimators when the model isse~ from a set of nested Models ~Y

a multiple testing procedure. A numerical example illustrates that the differeDce betweei1
the correctasymptotic distribution and the "naive" asymptotic disttibutiOD (i.e~,

ignoring the model selection process) ean be substantial. Some results co~ming the

coDSttuction of asymptoti~ycorrect confidence setS from me asympto~c distribUtit!D
are also given.

Rounding Probabilldes

Friedrich Pukelsheim

Institut für Mathemat:i.k. Uiuversitilt Augsburg

Let the weights Wl' ... , Wc be unifonnly distributed on the probability simplex of

RC
• Given a multiplier v ~ 0, the q-stalionary roundings are defined by

We show that the multiplier va =n + (q _1 )c is unbiased for n up 10 an errar tenn
c . 2

of order 0-
1
• E [ L, Rq(v Will = n + 0(0-1).

i-i
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Minimum Description Length and Model Selection

Bin Yu

Depanmenl 0/Statistics, Un;vers;ty 01 Califomia, Berkeley

Rissanen's description length of d~ta based on a model class has three standard

fonns: predictive~ two-stage, and mixture fonn. These three fonns can be used in

regression variable selection. In the nonnal regression context when the ttue model is

assumed fmite-dim, these three fonns are compared with other criteria in terms ef

overfitting and underfitting probabilities and in terms of two prediction errors. (cf.
Speed and .Yu. nSM. 1993). These three fonns are seen to be asymptolically equivalent _)

in this model and other nice parametric models. They are optimal in tenn of prediction

aswell.

The same three fonns of MDL can be studied in the context of nonparametric

density estimation. The model class is smooth bounded densities on [0.. 1] witb bounded

derivatives and the approximating classes are histograms with equal binwidths. Yu and

Speed (P'IRF, 1993) gives a predictive coding scheme which achieves the lower bound

given in the same paper. Tbe work in p~gress with Barren shows that a smart two

stage coding has the same optimalityand gives op~al histograin density estimatoc.

Choia;.ot Penalty Term in FPE Criterion

Ping Zhang

Department 0/StlJtistics, University 0/Pennsylvania

ne talk summarizes some receot workef mine in an effon of ttying to unify the

practice of model selection using the generalized final prediction e~r criterion. We

establish a natu~ connection bet~een FPE and random walk.. Using the classical

results of Frank Spitzer on randomw~ we suggest the use of a penalty tenn between

3 and 4-for the FPE criterion. Applications of our results to multifold cross validation

method is also discussed. The talk concludes with brief review of progresses we have

made in decision theoretic approacbes ofmodel selection.

Berichterstatter: R. Dahlhaus
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